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In MICAI 2016, we received over 350 submissions with an acceptance rate around 25%. Based on the reviewers' comments from the conference, 15 papers were initially invited to submit to the special issue after substantial extension. Additionally, three manuscripts from the open call for papers were received. Each submission was reviewed by at least two reviewers in order to guarantee a successful peer-review process expecting originality, quality, correctness and relevance.
We selected five papers that cover different areas of AI with special emphasis in the integration of theory and applications. The topics of these works consider natural language processing, machine learning, knowledge information, reasoning, and creativity.
An interesting method of computational creativity is presented by López-Ortega et al. in the paper An intelligent multi-agent system to create and classify fractal music. The authors developed a multi-agent system to create fractal music seeking to provoke an emotional response in the listener. Their proposed system also classifies fractal music pieces according to emotional labels taken from the Circumplex Model of Affect (CMoA) proposed by Russell. The method of music creation is based on information fusion and discover of knowledge is done using an ensembles of clusters.
A noteworthy effort to query uncertain XML data is proposed by Ma et al. in the paper *An approach of top-k keyword querying for fuzzy XML*. Their approach for top-k keyword queries over fuzzy XML documents use fuzzy SLCA semantics for the queries, and a novel encoding based on Dewey. The new algorithms Fstack and Mindex to find top-k SLCA results and their possibilities proved to be efficient and effective.
Big data for knowledge-discovery in agro-climatic applications is proposed by Mohammed, et al. in the paper Fuzzy based approach for discovering crops plantation knowledge from huge agro-climate data representing climate changes. Their approach consists on a fuzzy system that extracts information from a huge agro-climate data to determine crop plantation dates, harvesting dates, expected diseases and water requirements in crops. The application was validated in a large database from Egypt showing effectiveness in comparison to other works.
The theoretical paper entitled Inverse formulas of parameterized orthogonal wavelets by Herrera-Alcántara, et al. presents a study of the parameterization of orthogonal wavelet-based filters and their inverse formulas. They suggest image processing as an application of the optimized formulation of the parameters of these filters to maximize the number of negligible wavelet coefficients.
Lastly, Gómez-Adorno, et al. in the paper Document embeddings learned on various types of n-grams for cross-topic authorship attribution proposes to represent the components vector of a text using a modified version of the Paragraph Vector method (Doc2vec). In this work, the authors explore to use the document embeddings learned by Doc2vec using not only words, but also n-grams of characters, words and POS tags. They claimed that it models the semantics of documents along with their syntaxis. Also, they demonstrated that this approach improves the performance of cross-topic authorship attribution.
We thank all the authors for their contributions as well as all the reviewers for their valuable comments. We also thank the editorial team of the journal for their support in the publication of this special issue.
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